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The Financial Markets are made up of a diverse range of institutions
that communicate and transact on highly complex infrastructure
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Technology is the lifeblood of financial market infrastructure
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The ability to leverage leading-edge technology has long been both a
differentiator as well as a necessity to process business
Speed and the ability to accurately calculate
prices and risk are critical differentiators which
require technology that can out perform
competitors including
• real-time processing
• distributed computation
• sophisticated data visualisation
• low latency systems
• analytics

Business volumes and opportunities enabled by
such technology include
• high frequency trading and arbitrage
(millisecond)
• real-time risk calculation
• USD 30.5 trillion AuC (BNY Mellon)
• USD 5.1 trillion AuM (Blackrock)
• 2-6 billion traded shares daily (NYSE)
• 6.3 billion messages in 2016 (SWIFT)
• $65-$80 billion estimated cost of settlement
activity to financial industry per year

Equally important: critical standards were developed e.g. SWIFT, FIX, ISDA
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Even with extensive, sophisticated technology the financial markets
infrastructure is far from perfect
Pros

Cons

• Trusted, robust, secure & well controlled

• Many of the pros are increasingly less true

• Leading edge technology and fast adoption of
new technologies (front end)

• Post-trade world is legacy technology

• Technology fundamental part of the business
model

• Technology fragmentation
• High cost of ownership and hard to change

• Domain attracts top talents

• Duplication at many levels

• Supports massive volumes across broad,
diverse activities

• Core parts of the infrastructure are
inadequate to meet the changing behaviour
and demands of consumers in a real-time,
hyper-connected world

• Some strong core standards

Technology disruption - in particular blockchain - provides the impetus for change
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Key pillars of the financial markets infrastructure have been
established over the last 5 decades
SWIFT

Central Securities
Depository

Real Time Gross
Settlement

Pre-trade evolution

SWIFT network
established to
enable financial
institutions to
exchange
information about
financial
transactions in a
secure,
standardised
environment

First CSD’s
established which
enable regulated
exchange of
ownership via an
electronic book
entry

Irrevocable, realtime individual
transfer of money
or securities.
Maintained by
central banks and
critical to
economies.

Advancement of
exchanges such as
ICE1 providing
transparent,
accessible
electronic trading
platforms

Post-trade
revolution

Blockchain……

Significant investment into analytics for
more than 2 decades has already expanded
scope to encompass “big data” & AI
Huge increase in complexity and extent of
regulation poses enormous cost burden and
threatens market efficiency

1970’s

1980’s

1990’s

2000’s

2010’s

Blockchain presents the opportunity to develop the next generation post-trade world.
It will also fundamentally change the roles of key players
1. Intercontinental Exchange
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The post-trade domain is largely comprised of legacy infrastructure;
Blockchain represents both the technical solution as well as
motivation to change this

Post trade and payment infrastructure has not significantly changed in the last 30 years;
it’s risky, slow, labor-intensive, expensive and inflexible

It has however one important key element… the trusted 3rd party middle man between
counterparties

For two decades there has been a general consensus that the status quo must change,
but the catalyst or enabler was missing

New regulations regarding capital requirements challenge banks and question the status
quo even stronger than ever

The benefits arising from Blockchain are significant and address many of today’s burning issues
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Considerable benefits are envisaged from Blockchain solutions but
challenges exist
Benefits

Challenges

• Ecosystem Simplification

• Nascent Technology

• Disintermediation & Trustless Exchange

• Regulatory Status

• Data Quality

• Security & Privacy

• Durability & Reliability

• Disrupts current business model

• Transparency & Immutability

• Integration Concerns

• Faster Transactions

• Cultural Adoption

• Lower Transaction Costs

• Implementation Cost

• Increased transparency of risks by
regulators and policy makers
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Generalisation of today’s anatomy of an investment
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Key Activities
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The post-trade world will look markedly different in the future and the
roles of key players will change

Pre-Trade

Post-Trade

Trading

Key Activities
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Alternative Asset Managers
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DLT Solution Providers
Custodians
Trade Repositories
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Custody banks: do they still have a role? When everything is almost
free, how do they make money?
Custodians will play a key role in the future ecosystem, but have quite different
responsibilities than today

Future Service Catalogue
• Safekeeper of digital value (any type of traditional assets, institutional
cryptocurrencies, air miles, WoW Gold, YY Roses, race horses, art, etc.)
• Operate digital wallets
• Run nodes
• Perform KYC’s for companies and individuals
• Issuer, keeper and assurer of digital identities
• Data and information aggregator, analyser, distributer & visualizer
• Data safekeeper
• System value integrator
• Software as a Service (SaaS), Blockchain as a Service (BaaS)
• API and App store provider
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Blockchain can help to address the looming infrastructure investment
gap and thereby provide support for the economy
• Strong private capital markets are key for sustainable economic
growth
• Private investments into public infrastructure projects benefit
the real economy and are of high importance to long term
investors like insurance companies
• To support this ambition, infrastructure debt needs to become
a tradeable asset class
• There are many obstacles to this including lack of
standardisation, inefficiency and misalignment across a broad
range of stakeholders and contractual agreements
• Blockchain could enable a significant improvement
• By providing a common, verified source of data, transaction
information would be much simpler, more transparent and
immediately accessible to all involved parties

• In addition, financial and contractual agreements could be
integrated as smart contracts into the Blockchain, allowing for
more automated handling of legal processes and better
protection of investor rights. Loan settlement and processing
would become much faster
http://www.swissre.com/rethinking/financial_stability
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The value proposition of Blockchain addresses many of the barriers
to infrastructure investing

Key impediment to infrastructure investing

How Blockchain could help…

Complexity

• Single information source
• Simplified workflow

Lack of standardised information

• Accuracy & consistency
• Authenticity
• Privacy

Weak investors’ rights

• Clear ownership
• Lower political and regulatory risk

Lack of tradability and costly loan handing

• Faster settlement
• Live information access

Lack of appropriate risk-mitigation
instruments

• Product development.
• Pre-defined rules

Such a solution need to be driven by multiple stakeholders, significant institutions have
signalled an interest to start discussions
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Conclusion
• Blockchain offers the chance for significant improvements to financial market infrastructure
• The post trade landscape will change, however this will take considerable time for full
deployment. Risks to the financial system will need to be mitigated by established processes
and infrastructure running alongside new blockchain enabled platforms for considerable time
• All consumers from individuals to institutions will benefit from a faster, lower cost banking
infrastructure
• The roles of the banks will need to change and we will see them offering new services to
clients based around digital safekeeping and operating the new market infrastructure
• At the same time, there are real long term investment topics which are strong contributors to
economic growth that blockchain solutions could play a role in facilitating

Insurance companies as significant holders of assets and technology firms bringing new
solutions to the table are well placed to push for these important changes
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Questions?

Questions?
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Appendices
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In more detail: the value proposition of Blockchain addresses many
of the barriers to infrastructure investing
Key impediment to
infrastructure investing

How Blockchain could
help…

…in detail

Complexity

• Single information source
• Simplified workflow

•

Lack of standardised
information

•
•
•
•

Accuracy
Authenticity
Privacy
Consistency

•
•
•
•
•

Weak investors’ rights

• Clear ownership
• Lower political and
regulatory risk

•

Lack of tradability and
costly loan handing

• Faster settlement
• Live information access

•

Lack of appropriate
risk-mitigation
instruments

• Product development.
• Pre-defined rules

•

•

•

•

Reduction of multiple stakeholder-dependent data sources and
contract information
Loan processing to be done exclusively on the distributed
ledger
Data owners write data directly to the ledger, eliminating the
cost and risk of data re-entry
All ledger transactions are cryptographically verified by the user
The risk of improper disclosure is mitigated because smart
contracts ensure that only parties with proper permissions can
decrypt ledger data
Smart contract eliminate erroneous or imprecise calculations

immutable and undisputable proof of ownership of an asset,
which would increase transparency and support arbitration
Higher barriers for government interference given standardized
and automated set-up
Vast reduction of trade times through fully automated
settlement
Ledger data is accessible immediately
Insurance coverage or credit enhancement products can be
developed more easily
Digitalisation allows for more standardised and automated
approach

Such a solution requires multiple stakeholders, investors such as insurance companies and
technology firms represent a good start…
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Legal notice
©2017 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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